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aveyou ever awakened in the morning and groaned? Not because you're nung ever or your diet dictates
a spartan breakfast of dry toast and skim milk, but for another reason. You dread showil'lg up at your day
job. More than the yearned-for mac and cheese bowl. all you crave is to stay home and write, or paint. or
work on your latest interior design.
.
So you get up, grumhling, r.esentful, stubbing your toe on the pile of your novel drafts. or rolled-up canvases,or
swatch cataloques, As YOll rush out the door, your scowl deepens at the prospect of another awful day at work, with no
end in siqht.
But such an attitude is harmful, even dap1aging, to your psyche, your present job, and your future in the creative
endeavor of veur choiee . I'm rernirided of this :threat daily by the little. blue vase that sits in a corner of my desk. The
vase, holding a bunch of dried flowers, has inscriptions on opposite sides.The first is a composite of two versesfrom the
book of Isaiah: "... ~he desert shall rejoice and blossom .... It shall blossom abundantly" (39: 1-2). When you turn the
vase halfway around, the second inscription shows a positive-thinkinq adage and favorite of flower shops: "Bloom Where
You Are Planted."

"

Maybe these sayings mean nothing to you, or if you've heard them,
you've shrugged them off. Yet they hold the essenceof two concepts
. that will help you replace your black umbrella. These notions may
sound startling, distasteful, or outrageous. But if you want to change
how you feel and what you experience-and get ever closer to your
dream-open your mind to them.
I
The first idea asks you to see your present work in a new light. I'll
I

illustrate with a story I heard many years ago by a well-known New
York City minister whose church was always filled to capacity. You may
find some similarities with Paul's saga.

.

Paul's voice rose with the anger he'd kept in for so long. "I got
caught in the most insignificant job in the whole place!"
"Oh, Paul," said the supervisor. He smiled kindly. "How wrong you
are! Don't you know you have one of the most important jobs in the
whole place?"
Paul looked bewildered.
"For so many people," the supervisor explained, "you are the very
first contact with our church. It's your reply that determines whether
they get the information they asked for, or the emotional support and
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comfort they desperately need. Your responsesanswer their prayers!"
Paul could hardly believe what he heard. "Really?"
"Absolutely," replied the supervisor.

From childhood, Paul had always dreamed of pastoring his own
church. Just out of seminary, he felt the strong inner guidance to

off, and even the radio. He thought repeatedly about the supervisor's

relocate to the church headquarters and applied for a position. When
the letter of acceptance came, he was thrilled and grateful to learn of
his placement in the administrative offices.

words and prayed for long periods.
He had seen his letter-writing as only menial and boring. Now he
realized this was a narrow-and admittedly selfish-viewpoint. As the

On his first day, the assistant office manager showed him to his
office. Paul stepped into a badly lit cubicle with a single lamp, a desk,
a wooden chair, and a coat rack. Stacks of letters obscured the desktop
and almost toppled into one another. Squeezed among the stacks, with
no breathing room, rested a large manual typewriter. Paul's elation and
ego fell flat.

supervisor had pointed out, Paul was giving to the people who wrote
in what they needed. After all, his mission as a true pastor was to
help, whatever the form. Through the letters, he was pastoring! With

The assistant manager informed Paul that his lunch break was at
12:15, that he was expected to answer a certain number of letters each
day, and that the supervisor would review them before mailing. "Good
luck," the man said, and left.

That night, and over the entire weekend, Paul kept the television

this realization, he felt a sudden lightness, and all his sour feelings
vanished.
The next day, instead of shrinking from the morning, Paul bounded
out of bed. He arrived early at work, smiled at everyone, and dove into
the letters. He found wells of creativity in his responseshe didn't know
he possessedand regularly surpassed his quota.

Paul sighed, unable to stop the instant and guilty thought that he
wished this particular prayer hadn't been answered. He sat down in the

Paul was transferred a few months later. Steadily he made his
way through the organization and reminded himself that, wherever
assigned, he was doing a very important job. Eventually, he was

uncomfortable chair, pulled it closer to the typewriter, and took the
top letter from the nearest pile.

the senior minister retired, and Paul reached his dream: he pastored his

And so began weeks of laborious toil, in which Paul just managed
to get the required number of letters out. But he developed eyestrain,

first congregation and went on to several others before establishing his
large and growing ministry in New York City.

backache, and an unpleasant disposition. He hardly smiled when
coworkers greeted him in the morning and never said goodnight
when he left. Once home, he ate too much, fell asleep in front of the
television, and found it harder and harder to get up each day.
One Friday, Paul's supervisor took him aside. "Paul," he said, "I know
you're doing your best, but I also know something is bothering you.
Even if I didn't see your face every morning, your work shows it"
Paul mumbled, "I've been fulfilling my quota:'
"No denying that," said the supervisor. "Your letters address the
issues,but, as I read them, they're, well ... uninspired. And several of
the others in the office have commented on your negativity."
Paul looked at the floor. He finally said, "You're right."

recommended as assistant minister in a nearby church. Two years later

In the coffee shop that night, Paul reached a turning point in both
attitude and career. He learned to focus not on himself and what
he was getting, or felt he should be getting, from his job. Rather, he
placed his attention on those who received his service and what they
should be getting. Paul learned to bloom where he was planted.
As this maxim and the inherent concept applied to Paul fifty
years ago, so it applies today. It's a messagefor all of us who feel
dissatisfied, restless, frustrated, annoyed, or downright enraged about
where we are in our lives, careers, and creative pursuits. The second
concept shows us more specifically how to exchange these stones for
stars.

The supervisor then suggested they get together for coffee after
work to talk more. Paul felt uncomfortable about meeting but agreed.
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And, strangely, he felt a flicker of relief.
At the coffee shop, Paul found himself telling this sympathetic man

writing life, when I worked in an office, I was at a point close to Paul's.
A good friend introduced me to this principle, and at first I found it
quite hard to swallow.

about his dramatic inner instruction to come to the headquarters after
college and his excitement at acceptance. Remembering, he smiled,
probably for the first time in months. Then he stopped.
"And?" the supervisor prompted.
Paul fiddled with a sugar packet.
"And then?" the supervisor asked again.
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This idea asks you to do what you may heartily rebel at. In my

In the lunchroom with Peggy, I moaned about the amount of work
the boss was piling on me.
"He makes me stay late almost every night, "I cried, "and I come
home exhausted:' I shook my head. "It's too much. How will I ever get
to write more, or at all? And full-time writing-forget
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My friend
Sometimes

Peggy was very wise, very spiritual,

mean-spirited

to her, she never judged

deep breath before replying,
waited

very centered.

I hated her. But every time I confessed anything

until

I finished

victim's

refrain,

I couldn't

and often

"Yes, but ....

help rolling

She

answer?" Good friend

for rationalizing

difficult.

suggestion

and

will be established"

tables, washing
matchless

my eyes. "Of course. Just tell me how to get

Peggy countered.

teasing me. I promise I won't

groan too

yourself

not of yourself

but of

your works to the Lord, and your plans

(Proverbs 16:3).
means, simply, to give. Do your work fully-waiting

clothes, writing

letters, chauffeuring

wisdom from an ancient

children.

in The New Earth: "I have met teachers,
social workers, waiters,

business owners, and salespeople

who perform

any self-seeking

In

Zen poem, chop wood, carry water.

artists, nurses, doctors, scientists,

without

loudly."

means investing

from it. When you do this, you will be rewarded.

Eckhard Tolle brings it current

out from under."

"Come on:' I said, "you're

those who will benefit

This command

with the

"

"You may not like to hear the solution,"

placed. Blooming

in the work before you and thinking

The Bible promises us, "Commit

that she was, she already knew my penchant
every constructive,

for something.

wholly

barrage.

Quietly, she asked, "Do you want an 'effective

meeting

job: bloom where you're

or scolded but always took a

as if she was listening

my grumbling

Peggy's words echoed what Paul had learned in his first, intolerable

petty or

....

hairdressers,

their work admirably

They are one with what they do, one

with the Now, one with the people or the task they serve" [p. 122).

"You asked for it:' she said. "To get out of it, plunge
all you've got. Give it more than a hundred

percent.

into it. Give it

Give it a hundred

and fifty."

As you practice

the mindfulness

are doing, you will be rewarded.
the unadulterated

I groaned

loudly. "You can't be serious. I said I wanted

"Exactly:'

said Peggy. She smiled, said nothing

to get out of

positive

of fully giving yourself

to what you

You will be giving to others through

thrust

of your work, and, inevitably,

you

will be given to. As you bless others this way, you are blessed, and the
blessings come back to you multiplied.

it'"
more, and sipped her

tea.

Can you now see your detested
did, identify

For a while, I huffed

and fussed at Peggy's words, but I knew she

was right. So, with no other resolution
nothing

to lose by following

At the office,
think of nothing
it conscientiously
everything

during

After

self-reminders

went smoother.

I stopped

resenting

to do

efficiency,

less effort,

the boss so much

writing,

asking if I would

they started

with projects-letters,

I took more editing

colleagues.

your work to the Lord"-focus
plans will be established."

with

I felt better

rested

a children's

assignments,

story. Gradually,

as

I was able to leave the

including

and Paul's reveal a basic truth:

of natural

miraculously,

extracted

or environment

Yes, many factors

It's not the work

that's the problem.

I'm sure

circumstances-prisoners

disasters, sufferers
themselves

of illnesses-who

from their terrible

of
somehow,

circumstances.

may have been at work, but a major one centered

around their hopeful,

undaunted

Our attitude

outlook:

influences our

How different

have you felt doing the same thing

reasons and goals? Compare washing
washing your family's

washing

a friend's

after dinner, typing

paint brushes from repainting

dishes after a party to

an office

a final draft of the manuscript

but with different

memo at your day

you're about to send out,

the garage to washing your

or stunningly

but always

works.

coach, Noelle

craft articles, essays,

in many print and online venues,
Children's

Book Insider, The Write

Place At the Write Time, The Writer, Writer's
Digest, LivingNow,

and Soulful

over a year, her column
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writers'
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Living. For

in the Absolute

Write
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shared
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Current
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Digest. Writers' Journal,

The real key is to accept and commit

scheduled

in two anthologies.

With a Ph.D. from Columbia
coaching
spiritual

and editing
self-discovery

practice,

University

and a 28 year academic

Noelle is releasing her new book, a

guide for letting

go of old mistakes and making

real secret life dreams, Trust Your Life: Forgive Yourself and Go After

Your Dreams releases - Unity Books, Spring 2011

water color brushes.
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gradually

work

and act on it,

and Writer's World, and personal essays are

experience.

job to typing

your

us, when
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the desert of our loved writing

into your good creative

Sterne publishes writers'

you've heard of people in horrendous

it.

As you embrace this thought

Writer, editor, and writing

Peggy was right.

or task or circumstance

yourself

on what you have to give-"and

your good work will metamorphose,
inevitably,

As I told them about my

you by devoting

come to enjoy it more, as

it is, is good work. "Commit

Like my little

will blossom abundantly.

office job.

My experience

around

help them and their friends and

a memoir,

and writing

and everyone

we bloom where we're planted,

and more satisfaction.

with office

in what you are doing. Be there now. You'll enrich the
for yourself

Remember that your work, whatever

I was able to do a half hour of writing.

and became friendly

them, and

completely

both Paul and I did, rather than resenting

feel so spent when I got home. In fact, most

I worked

light? As Paul

experience

to it and seeing the good in it. And you'll

reward was that

a while, as I grew more used to this mindset,

greater

family

hours, I made myself

and precisely. The immediate

and, to my shock, didn't
evenings

at hand, I decided there was

but the work, with constant

how you are helping

how you can help them more. As Peggy advised me, invest yourself

her directive.

or beyond regular

work in a different

who you are helping,

to do what's

in front
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FEATURES
Bob Proctor

4

By Simran Singh
Bob Proctor offers powerful

presence and decades of wisdom and insights

into why people don't change or achieve their greatest desires ... and how
they CAN make the shift - immediately!

- into actually creating a life they

truly desire.

ENERGETICS
Calling My Selves to Order

8

By Pascale Beauboeuf-Roane
Most of us have an idea about the thoughts

and feelings that sit on the

surface of our minds and hearts. What if we dared go further
crevices of our consciousness to see what lives deep within?

Colette Baron-Reid

12

into the
How many of

us would we want to know?

By Simran Singh
Colette Baron-Reid, an internationally

renowned

intuitive

educator and best selling author. uses her extraordinary

counselor,
spiritual

empower her clients to live a life that is 'awake and authentic'
a reality that is spiritual.

deliberate

Labyrinths: Circling to the Center

gifts to

16

By Deborah Moffitt

and to create

and meaningful.

Labyrinths are being created in unexpected
healing. reconciliation.

and meditation.

places as tools for creativity.

Using labyrinths

can reduce stress.

aid in problem solving. and build communities.

The Nautilus Awards

33

By Simran Singh
The Nautilus Awards recognizes print and audio books that promote spiritual
growth. conscious living & positive social change. while also stimulating
imagination

and offering

the reader new possibilities

the

for a better life and a

Legacy of the Gods:
The Seven Gates of Paradise

18

By Freddy Silva
Temples have long been associated with a state of bliss. Through a

better world.

combination

of stone and geometry. and the cunning

harnessing of

natural forces. they became places of power where a person is enabled
to pierce a veil into worlds and levels of reality that access a vast sea of
information

and expanded potential.

Do As One:
Uniting the World Through Breath

.41

By Simran Singh
A vision of one billion

people breathing

together

manifesting

into

reality in order to establish a legacy of healthy, conscious breathing
synchronous

and

breathing.

Deconstructing I Reconstructing
Humpty Dumpty

.44

By Stephen Lewis
Imbalances in consciousness can be described as energetic
An energetic

imbalances.

imbalance can have the same name as the actual physical

"disease" such as lung cancer. the flu. depression. etc .• but it does not
necessarily mean you have the physical condition.
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Are You Blooming or Wilting Where
You are Planted?

22

By Noelle Sterne
The book of Isaiah: •...the desert shall rejoice and blossom ....lt shall blossom
abundantly'

(35: 1-2). A change in perspective can change your growth

work, whatever

pattern. Your

it is, is good work.

Workshop 101:
The World Community in Collaboration Project..
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By Donna Savage
The facilitator

is the guiding voice that resides within

every participant,

prompting

them to achieve their dreams while living by the mantra 'all this and more, to the
highest and greatest good for myself and all concerned:

Inspiring Creation
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By Jeanne Carbonetti
Inspiration

is the breath of life. To die is to expire. To be alive physically is to 'have

breath: There is another

life as well. It is not about surviving

but thriving,

and that

involves many things, one of which is inspiration.

The Power of Reconciliation:
An Interview with Linda Biehl.

37

By testee Goodman
Amy Biehl, a Fulbright
equality

Scholar, was in South Africa researching women's struggle for

in the new government

that would replace apartheid. Amy was killed in a mob

riot. Amy's parents, Linda and Peter Biehl responded to their daughter's
up work to support South Africa's transition

death by taking

to democracy.

No, I'm Fine, Really...
There's No Reason to Reject Me
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IN EVERY ISSUE

By Jan Denise
The ~eliefs picked up early in life, often unknowingly,
and self discovery within

create opportunities

every experience. What is your 'standing'

for learning

Editor's Letter

1

By Simran Singh

response? Are you

telling the truth ...to yourself and others?

The focus of this issue is

Collaboration in Community.

A

thing can only be equal to the sum of its parts. To come
together

in collaboration

is only beneficial to the whole if we

are responsibly seeking our own needs first.

Intentional Living

11

By Simran Singh
Living an inspired life requires a conscious effort
selves up by our own bootstraps.
affirmations

and intentions

to create an individual

to pull our-

In every issue, 11:11 creates

that can be collectively

embraced

shift in consciousness that can result

in global change.

Believe Beyond the Illusion

49

By Simran Singh
Engage in a personal story of growth and insight as the
founder

of 11:11 shares experiences of challenge, courage,

strength,
reflections
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and service. Discover how human beings are mere
of one another.
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